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Dear readers,
During one of our chats between me and
Alarith, when we prepared this issue for you,
we asked ourselves what autumn is about?
For us it is a season of changing colors, a
season of wrapping in checkered plaids and
woolen scarfs, a season of ginger-honey teas
and warm evening readings, and it is also a
season of observations and after-summer
reﬂections. Last summer allowed us to forget
about Covid for a while. We took off the
masks, we traveled again, we crossed the 2meter distances, came closer to each other
and we hugged. And we restored the feeling
of normality of life, which is very important in
the light of the pressure of recent years of
pandemic and the war in Ukraine. The piling
challenges we all face made us take our
mental and physical health more carefully:
sport, jogging, yoga, meditation, online-work,
time for ourselves – we became more
attentive to ourselves, more protective, we
learned to listen to our needs more carefully.
One may think that too much selfcentredness does no good for mental health
and personal development. But we believe it
was exactly this attention that helped us to
make an important transition to how to be
attentive to the selves and needs of others,
we learned how to listen to others more
carefully, how to lend a helping hand, how to
share, ‘cause in the end, isn’t it by giving that
we receive? Isn’t it sharing with others that
makes our own lives truly full and rich? We
believe it is.
We are very happy to see that last season
was so fruitful to so many of you and so now
we have so many things to share! We want to
thank everyone who contributed to this
Autumn issue, who shared with everyone
their articles, their thoughts, who shared with
us their feedback and support. And a special
thank you to Federico Alvarez Igarzábal who
contributed this issue's main article. He
introduces us to his research on time in video
games, in which he shares some insights
about how computer games relate to our
mental health.
So make yourself a good ginger-honey tea,
wrap in plaid and enjoy a 'lecture excellente'!

Oksana & Alarith

Time in Video Games
Federico Alvarez Igarzábal,
19 September 2022
Since the release of the Magnavox Odyssey,

[5]. At the very least, one should be

the ﬁrst gaming console, in 1972, the

reminded that only 3% of gamers have ever

gaming industry has grown at a staggering

been diagnosed with this afﬂiction [6]. The

rate. This year, the gaming industry’s global

remainder 97% seems to be coping well

market revenue is estimated to surpass the

with their hobby. Nevertheless, this is a

196 billion dollars and the number of

matter that should be subject to further

gamers in the world is estimated to reach

research and discussion.

the three billion mark [1]—with an average

It should come as no surprise then, that

age of 31 years in Europe [2] and 33 years in

much of the psychology research has

the U.S. [3] Considering the enormous

focused on these two issues when it comes

cultural impact that the medium has had in

to video games. But the ﬁeld of game

just a few decades, it is only reasonable to

studies has been busy studying video

wonder about their effect on our personal

games for at least the past two and a half

lives and on our perception of time.

decades from a wide array of disciplines

Video games have already been at the

(e.g., philosophy, media studies, narratology,

center of a couple of global controversies.

social science). Time has been part of the

Starting in the 1970s with the Atari game

discussion since the early days, but it has

Death Race and peaking in the 1990s with

not been too prominent a subject, rarely

the release of titles like Doom, Mortal

being the main focus of any game scholars’

Kombat, and Night Trap, video games have

work, only being the subject of occasional

been accused of causing violence behavior.

papers or book chapters [7, 8]. Having

From left to right: Screenshots of Doom, Mortal Kombat, and Night Trap

But concerns about the negative effects of

detected this gap at the start of my PhD in

depictions of violence in video games have

2013, I have dedicated the years since to the

now been put to rest (see Markey &

study of time in video games and have

Ferguson). More recently, video games have

followed the research closely. Given my

been faulted for causing addiction. This is an

background as a humanities scholar, I

ongoing discussion [4], despite

understand my work as inscribed within the

organizations like the WHO adding gaming

larger ﬁeld of aesthetics. But my methods

disorder to the 11th Revision of the

have included both theoretical and

International Classiﬁcation of Diseases (ICD)

experimental approaches.

The study of time in video games is

time in video games, starting with the

relevant from at least two broad

formal elements of gametime to then move

perspectives: First, the study of the formal

on to the experience of time while playing

aspects of games that structure the

video games.

gametime (i.e. the passage and structure of
time within a game) and, second, the study
of time perception. Importantly, these two
perspectives should inform each other. An

The formal elements of
gametime

understanding of the formal aspects of

What do humanities scholars mean by the

gametime can tell us how to design speciﬁc

‘formal elements’ of a cultural product? In

temporal experiences. And, by studying our

the case of a painting, these could for

cultural objects, we can obtain insights into

instance be: materials (e.g. oil on canvas),

the workings of the mind that creates them.

line, shape, value, color, or texture. Different

In turn, the study of temporal experience

styles are deﬁned by how painters have

informs the study of the formal elements of

used and combined these elements. Formal

games in that it tells us which formal

analysis is thus the descriptive study of the

elements are relevant to time perception,

observable components of an artifact.

since it is not obvious which components

A painting is a static object. At any given

can affect time perception just by looking at

time it is offering us all of the information it

games. Understanding time perception can

contains (even if we can only take it in in a

thus also help designers create their desired

piecemeal way), and this information is

experiences more effectively. Only by

coded with the formal elements listed above

combining these two approaches can we

—some of these elements (texture, color,

reach a comprehensive understanding of

value, shape, line) are shared by the visual

how video games affect time perception.

layer of video games. But video games, like

The results of my PhD research, a

ﬁlm, television, or music, are temporal

theoretical analysis of time in video games,

artifacts. They develop and change state

can be found in the book that resulted from

with time. In a way, it is easier to understand

it: Time and Space in Video Games. A

which are the visual or auditory formal

Cognitive Formalist Approach [9]. After that,

elements of video games—it is those we see

I was a postdoctoral researcher at

or hear. But we don’t perceive time directly,

psychologist Marc Wittmann’s lab where,

so how can we determine which elements

together with our colleague Shiva

give rise to time?

Khoshnoud and others, we conducted

Physicist Julian Barbour once said as part

experimental studies to assess how virtual

of a discussion on the physical nature of

environments and video games can affect

time: “Unlike the emperor dressed in

the feeling of the passage of time. The

nothing, time is nothing dressed in clothes. I

publications that resulted from this research

can only describe the clothes” [11].

will be cited accordingly below. Our

Regardless of what this means in the

research was conducted in the context of

context of physics—that is above my pay

the EU-funded project VIRTUALTIMES [10]—

grade—I like to appropriate this quote to

of which I will offer more information

describe how the mind works. Barbour is

towards the end of this text. In the following

ﬂipping Hans Christian Andersen’s fable The

pages I will attempt to summarize this body

Emperor’s New Clothes on its head. Instead

of work to offer an overview of the study of

of talking of an emperor who thinks that he

is dressed while actually being naked,

albeit in a more localized way that allows for

Barbour refers to time as a dress that no one

gradual progression.

(or nothing) is wearing. In other words, we

The second category is Space-Time, and it

see our environment change state—objects

is based on the premise that the design of

decay and are affected by the elements,

the gamespace gives rise to gametime. A

daylight gives way to the darkness of

simple example: If my goal is to go from

nighttime and vice versa, people move and

point A to point B in a level, all else being

talk and age—and we infer that time has

equal, the further away B is from A, the

passed. So the question is: Which elements

more time it will take me to reach it. The

in video games are clothing the invisible

time I spend within the level is thus directly

emperor?

related to the size of its space. Think for

As part of my PhD research, I organized

example of the classic Super Mario Bros., in

the temporal constituents of video games

which the titular plumber needs to move

into a typology by combining previous

from left to right until he reaches the castle

research conducted by other game scholars

at the end of the level. In addition, the

with my own ﬁndings. For the sake of

placement of entities at different points in

brevity, I won’t list all the elements in the

the gamespace gives rise to the temporal

typology (a total of 15), but rather offer

sequence in which we encounter them and

general descriptions of three categories in

establishes a progression. Less obviously,

which I classiﬁed them: Change of State,

perhaps, time in video games can become

Space-Time, and Conditions.

player-centric due to its strong dependence

The ﬁrst category is Change of State. It is

on space and the use of what is commonly

based on the premise that events give rise

known as triggers. These are entities in the

to gametime. An event is any contextual

gamespace that initiate events. A typical

change depicted through the output

case of a trigger is an invisible and

peripherals of the computer or gaming

untouchable wall (or a brush, in technical

console—it could just be a pixel blinking on

terms) in the level that is only placed there

the screen or a single bleep coming out of

as to fulﬁll the role of a sensor. When the

the speakers. The curious aspect of events in

player character walks through said wall, the

video games is that they can be paused,

designer can use that information to start

undone, slowed down, rewound, and fast-

an event—like an enemy jumping in

forwarded. Because of this, our relationship

through a window, or a dialogue between to

to gametime can differ starkly from our

characters starting. This means that events

relationship to real-world time. As scholars

are often waiting for the player to be at a

have pointed out [12, 13], video games often

certain point in space to happen, which is

have a temporal structure reminiscent of

why time in video games can be said to be

the movie Groundhog Day, in which the

player centric.

main character is trapped in a time loop

The third and ﬁnal category, Conditions, is

that forces him to relive the same day over

based on the premise that the

and over. In video games, we start playing

gamestate structures gametime. The

until we fail, and then we start over again

gamestate is any given conﬁguration of the

with knowledge of what is going to happen

different elements of the game. In chess,

next. We often have the chance to save

the gamestate is determined by the

progress to avoid going back all the way to

placement of the pieces on the board. But

the beginning, but the time loops still occur,

the way the elements are arranged also

follows certain rules—in chess, for instance,

theoretical perspective informed by

how the different pieces move, the fact that

cognitive science—speciﬁcally experimental

they need to be placed within a square (and

psychology, neuroscience, linguistics, and

not, say, in between two), and that each

philosophy of mind. With Marc Wittmann

player can only move one piece per turn.

and Shiva Khoshnoud, I focused primarily

Another important element that drives the

on the study of the passage of time, this

emergence of gamestates is the goals.

time with experimental methods. Analyzing

Goals motivate players to make certain

the role that all of the aspects of time

moves and avoid others. All of these

perception listed above play in video games

elements combined dictate how events

would require more space than I have here.

(and thus time) progress in a game.

So, in the following, I will focus on my

This quick overview of the formal aspects
of time in video games shows how the
formal elements of games dress time,

experimental research on the subjective
feeling of the passage of time.
As stated already, the aspect that has been

conditioning how we perceive virtual

the subject to most study in this regard has

environments. This knowledge has to be

been time loss. In a survey by Wood and

combined with an understanding of time

colleagues, 99% of respondents said that

perception, in order to fully grasp the

they lost track of time while playing a game

temporal aesthetics of the medium.

[16]. This relates to our sense of the passage

The experience of time in
video games

of time, in that we can feel like we played
for, say, one hour when we actually have
played for two or three. The passage of time
is not constant, but can change speed

Philosopher Daniel Denett famously said

according to the context an individual is in.

that consciousness is not one trick, but a

As the popular idioms go: “time ﬂies when

bag of tricks [14]. The same is true of this

we’re having fun” and “a watched pot never

fundamental aspect of consciousness we

boils.”

call time. To unravel what time perception is,
then, we need to separate the question into

Games excel at making time ﬂy. They do
this by inducing states of ﬂow, the

multiple sub-questions. The list includes the
subjective feeling of the passage of time,
the estimation of duration, the perception of
the present moment (subdivided into the
functional moment, the experienced
moment, and mental presence [15]),
memory (the past), prediction (the future),
and time perspective (the fact that
individuals can favor either the past, the
present, or the future). Even a process like

A screenshot of the video game Thumper

the perception of causation, essential to the
interaction with the causally structured

phenomenon ﬁrst described by

worlds of video games, rests on our capacity

psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi [17].

to see a temporal sequence of events. My

When in ﬂow, we are in a state of deep

PhD research was also concerned with all

concentration, have a sense of effortless

these aspects of time perception from a

control, and lose track of time and the sense

of self. This is a pleasurable state that may

speculate that participants expected the

also have a positive effect on our mental

virtual environment to be entertaining,

well-being (more on this below). In two

while no one really expects a real room to be

studies conducted with Marc Wittmann,

entertaining. This contrast may have led to

Shiva Khoshnoud, and other colleagues, we

higher levels of boredom. Additionally,

found quantitative evidence of the

participants in the real room may have been

acceleration of the passage of time while

able to use their usual coping strategies

being in a state of ﬂow induced by the

(after all, this was not their ﬁrst waiting

rhythm game Thumper [18, 19]. Regardless

situation), while participants experiencing

of gaming experience, participants reported

VR for the ﬁrst time may not have known

high levels of ﬂow that correlated with a

what exactly how to cope with boredom in

faster passage of time in experience.

this novel scenario.

The passage of time can also slow down in

These studies and others were conducted

experience. A paradigmatic case is the

in the context of the project VIRTUALTIMES,

experience of life-threatening situations

aimed at developing virtual environments

[20]. But playing video games—as thrilling

to treat and diagnose psychopathologies

as it may be—is a safe activity that we

through the manipulation of time

experience in the comfort of our homes. The

perception. This project is part of a recent

phenomenology of dangerous experiences

trend in research that is shifting the focus

seems to therefore be out of bounds for

from the negative to the positive effects of

them. What is certainly not out of the

video games on mental well-being.

medium’s range is the experience related to
the second idiom I mentioned before (the

A turn of the tide?

one with the pot): boredom. In another
study, we created a virtual reality (VR)

As mentioned in the beginning, video

waiting room to bore participants [21]. The

games have been at the center of

room was designed to be as similar as

controversies concerning their alleged

possible to a waiting room used by

negative effects with regard to violence and

Witowksa, Wittmann, and colleagues [22] in

addiction. In recent years, researchers have

a previous study and we incorporated the

started looking more closely into the

same study design, in order to compare the

potential of video games to improve our

virtual to the real environment. As expected,

mental health. This trend started to gain

participants were bored by the virtual

traction with the publication of Isablea

waiting room and boredom correlated with

Granic and colleagues’s paper The Beneﬁts

a slower subjective passage of time. In an

of Playing Video Games, where they

unexpected twist, results showed that

explored the medium’s cognitive,

participants in the virtual waiting room

emotional, and social beneﬁts [23].

reported higher levels of boredom than

Granic now directs one of the leading

participants in the real waiting room. This

research labs dedicated to the design of

was unexpected to us, since we thought

games for mental health, the GEMH (Games

that the novelty effect of VR (most

for Emotional and Mental Health) Lab,

participants had little to no experience with

where she and her team research how to

the technology) would render the virtual

combat anxiety and other ailments with

room more entertaining. While we cannot

video games. A further example is the video

say for certain what happened, we

game EndeavorXR, which received approval

from the Food and Drug Administration in

ailment usually lack. Additionally, the loss of

the U.S. and became the “ﬁrst game-based

the sense of (narrative) self during ﬂow

digital therapeutic device to improve

could help decrease rumination. This

attention function in children with attention

hypothesis is partly supported by a study

deﬁcit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)” [24].

that showed that regularly playing the video
game Boson X helped reduced rumination
and other symptoms of depression [28].
Studying time in video games both from
the formal and experiential perspectives is
therefore central to understanding their
aesthetics, not just to design more
engaging and fun games, but perhaps also
to improve the lives of those who play them.

Promotional art for Animal Crossing: New Horizons

Not only video games designed as
therapeutic tools can be beneﬁcial, as
shown by a recent study that found

Dr. Federico Alvarez Igarzábal
Cologne Game Lab, TH Köln – Cologne University
of Applied Sciences
fa@colognegamelab.de

evidence that playing commercial video
games designed for entertainment, like
Animal Crossing: New Horizons, can have a
positive impact in mental well-being [25].
Also some clinicians, like Dr. Jessica Stone,
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language version of the questionnaire, the
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link to it) at osenyk@ucu.edu.ua. We plan to
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"The Effect of Time Perspective on Public,
Environmental and Occupational Health"
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More info at: https://www.mdpi.com/journal/
ijerph/special_issues/

keys and the article about adaptation (or a
publish all the adaptations at the website:
https://timeperspectives.net/

How to get involved
There are many ways you could contribute

The_Effect_Time_Perspective_Public_Enviro

to a future issue of “Time Perspectives”:

nmental_Occupational_Health

1. You may contribute an article: If you want

Book Spotlight

to do that, please reach out to us ﬁrst.
Articles should be something between
one and four pages long. We are quite
open with the content: It could be
something related to your research, a
reﬂection on the season, your perspective
on time, a personal experience with the
ITPN, or any other form of content that

Also check out the new book "The Invention

you think is interesting for our

of Tomorrow", by Thomas Suddendorf,

community and may spark some

Jonathan Redshaw, & Adam Bulley. If you

reﬂection. You can also include images if

read and enjoy it, maybe you would like to

you think they ﬁt. After you send us an

write a short review for the next issue? You

article, we may give you some mild

can ﬁnd the book here https://

feedback (think of “guidance” in terms of

www.basicbooks.com/titles/thomas-

structure etc., rather than “academic peer

suddendorf/the-invention-of-tomorrow/

review”). For example, it could be good to

9781541675735/

shorten or lengthen it a bit, or highlight
some parts — that’s what we have in

Also, if you ﬁnd another interesting book
related to time perspectives and you would
like to contribute a book review about it,
please get in touch with us!

Other announcements
If you are a main author or co-author of one
of the language adaptations of ZTPI, we
would be thankful if you send us your

mind.
2. We also encourage you to write short
pieces of feedback on the materials from
the previous issue or any other reﬂections
on the topic of time: This could be a
reﬂection on the article(s) of the season,
or an overview of some piece of art
devoted to time, or a review of a book or
movie about time, or some practical daily

matters related to time. These small

3. Send us your recently published articles

pieces of feedback and reﬂections will be

about time, conference and journal calls,

included in the “Members' Input” section

job offers and funding opportunities. We

(we are still working on it). They should be

will include them in the next issue if they

around “abstract length” (~150 words or

are related to time (broadly) and in the

less and an optional image).

case of calls, if they are still open.
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